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Presentation Notes
Hello. Welcome to my presentation on Privacy Preserving Blockchains. I'm Phil Griffin, an ISSA Fellow and a local chapter member. There's a lot to cover today, but I'll save a little time at the end, so please hold off on any questions until then. Thanks.



 What is a blockchain? Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 

A signed series of hash-linked, append only, time stamped data sets. 
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As a data structure, a blockchain can be viewed as a ‘stack‘ with limited operations.   
 
 

Privacy Preserving Blockchains 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A blockchain can be described as a series of signed, hash-linked, append only, time stamped sets of data that is grouped into blocks. As a data structure, a blockchain can be viewed as a limited ‘stack’ implemented as a hash-linked list whose operations only allow users to push blocks onto the top of the stack. Users are not allowed to modify the data or hashes in any block, or to pop blocks off of the stack. 



 What is a block? Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 

A blockchain block is composed of a block header and a set of data items. 
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The data items may be referred to as a collection of transactions. The block header  
 contains a hash of the data items and a hash that links the prior block to this block. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A block consists of two components, a block header and a set of data items. In the original Bitcoin white paper by Satoshi Nakamoto [1], the data items were described as a set of digital currency transactions. But in general, any type or format of data can be stored in block. The block header contains a hash of the block data items, and a hash that links the block to the preceding block, if any. The first block in a blockchain is called the genesis block and it does not link to a preceding block. The block header also contains a timestamp for the data items in the block. The block header may contain other information as well, depending upon the implementation.



 SignedData block Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 

A signed series of hash-linked, append only, time stamped sets of data items. 
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As a data structure, a blockchain can be viewed as a ‘stack‘ with limited operations.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The block header and data items components of a blockchain block can be represented as a SignedData message. SignedData is a data type defined in the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS). CMS has been standardized variously as RSA PKCS#7, IETF S/MIME, X9.73, and was the basis for the messaging schema in the Visa and MasterCard Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) protocol, an early electronic commerce standard. 



 Schema Benefits Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 

Widely Deployed Mature Protocol: 
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—  RSA Public Key Cryptography Standards  – Cryptographic Message Syntax 
—  IETF S/MIME CMS Standards – Signed  Electronic Mail  
—  X9.73 CMS being internationally standardized in ISO/IEC and ITU-T  
            
 

—  Defines X.509 Certificates and Directory Access Protocol (DAP) 
—  Used in Information Exchange Protocols: 3GPP, RFID, UMTS, etc.  
—  Cryptographic Algorithm and Key Management – ECDSA, EdDSA, RSA 
  
 

Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) Schema Definition Language 

Privacy Preserving Blockchains 

Automated Programming Language Code Generation 

—  Schema-Based Code For Application Programming Interface (API) 
—  Java, C, C++ Programming Languages For Hundreds of Platforms  
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 SignedData Attributes Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 

What types of attributes can be included in a block header ?  
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— Message Digest                                Hash of the data being signed 

—  Content Type                                    Type of the data being signed 
 

 

—  Time Stamp                   Date and time that the block data is signed  

—  Previous Block              Hash-Pointer of the previous block’s signed attributes 
 
 
— Sidechain Block             Hash-Pointer to block or external information object 

—  Data Location             Location of the data being signed  (May be detached) 

—  Tokenization Manifest                    Off-chain cryptographic data protection  
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Presentation Notes
The SignedData message requires the messageDigest and contentType attributes be present when any attributes are signed. When used as a block in a blockchain, the SignedData message also requires a timeStamp attribute, and following the genesis block, a previousBlock attribute . Any number of other attributes can be included.



 Extended Hash-Pointer Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 
 

A pointer to an object, the object’s hash , and its data type  
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HashPointer ::= SEQUENCE { 
   hash        DigestedData  OPTIONAL, 
   pointers    Pointers  OPTIONAL 
} (ALL EXCEPT ({ -- None present -- })) 
  
Pointers ::=  SEQUENCE SIZE(1..MAX) OF pointer Pointer 
  
Pointer ::= CHOICE { 
   uri       URI,  
   rfid      RFID, 
   gps       GPS, 
   address   Address, 
   dbRecord  DBRecord, 
  
   ...  -- Expect other pointer types -- 
}  
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 Off-Chain Tokenization Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 
 

Can be added to, or deleted from any block at any time 
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—   Makes right-to-be-forgotten blockchain data privacy possible  
 
—   Unlimited number of ephemeral sidechains for any block 

 
—   Each sidechain can reside in a different geographic location 

 
—   Sidechains are policy, algorithm, and consensus protocol independent 

 
—   Efficient resource-constrained environment storage management   
 

 

—   Participant membership can be restricted on a per-sidechain basis   
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 Tokenization Manifest Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 
 

A physical object: Something-You-Have authentication factor 
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 SignerInfos Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 

SignedData permits multiple signers, each signer with their own signature 
algorithm, key, and any number of signed attributes of any type or format 
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SignerInfos is a set of values of type SignerInfo , which can serve as a block header 
Each SignerInfo instance in the set can be used to create one Ephemeral Sidechain  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SignerInfos type is defined as a set of values of type SignerInfo, which can serve as a blockchain header. As shown above, the first value in the set is the parent blockchain block. The other values of type SignerInfo can be used as Ephemeral Sidechains. They too can be hash-linked to their parent block’s Data by including a signed messageDigest attribute. They can also be hash-linked to other blocks in the parent blockchain, blocks in other blockchains of any type or format, or to other objects of any kind. These linkages are possible by the choice of the signed attributes included in a given SignerInfo value by its signer. 



 Ephemeral Sidechains Triangle InfoSeCon 2018 
 

Can be added to, or deleted from any block at any time 
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—   Makes right-to-be-forgotten blockchain data privacy possible  
 
—   Unlimited number of ephemeral sidechains for any block 

 
—   Each sidechain can reside in a different geographic location 

 
—   Sidechains are policy, algorithm, and consensus protocol independent 

 
—   Efficient resource-constrained environment storage management   
 

 

—   Participant membership can be restricted on a per-sidechain basis   
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Presentation Notes
Ephemeral sidechain genesis blocks can be added to, or deleted from any block at any time without impacting the parent blockchain. With careful data architecture, PII data can be isolated on an ephemeral sidechain and removed on user demand. This feature makes them ideal for complying with GDPR right-to-be-forgotten privacy requirements and efficient storage management in the Internet of Things (IoT) and other resource constrained environments. Since the SignerInfos type is extensible, and number of ephemeral sidechains can be managed. Ephemeral sidechains genesis blocks can be distributed to different geo-locations where they can be managed using different cryptographic algorithms, security policies, and consensus protocols. Membership to each sidechain can be restricted along with rights to read and write to the sidechain. 
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